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Abstract

Aims—To investigate the intraocular penetration of vancomycin eye drops and to compare the conventional method of drop instillation to the lower cul de sac with applying drops to the medial canthus with closed lids.

Methods—This prospective randomised trial evaluated 53 eyes of 53 patients who had undergone extracapsular cataract extraction (ECCE) with intraocular lens implantation. Vancomycin (50 mg/ml) eye drops were applied to either the lower cul de sac with open lids (conventional method), or to the medial canthus with the patient in a supine position and with closed lids. After paracentesis performed during ECCE, an aqueous humour sample was taken and vancomycin concentration was measured using the TDX vancomycin assay (fluorescence polarisation immunoassay).

Results—Vancomycin concentration in the anterior chamber were above the minimal inhibitory concentration for Gram positive bacteria in the two methods of drop instillation examined (2.04 (SD 1.9) µg/ml and 1.49 (1.1) µg/ml in the open and closed methods, respectively (p =0.202)).

Conclusions—Vancomycin (50 mg/ml) reaches therapeutic concentration in the anterior chamber after topical drop application. Comparable concentrations were reached when drops were applied in either the lower cul de sac or to the medial canthus with closed lids. The latter method is proposed as likely to improve patient compliance.

We further evaluated the drug’s penetration into the anterior chamber using a novel method of drop application, and to compare it with the conventional method of drop application. The various methods of eye drop instillation are extensively discussed in the ophthalmological literature. These are either mechanical devices designed to help the patient administer the drops, or various drug delivery systems as reviewed by Sasaki and colleagues, which aim at improving the drug’s penetration through the cornea and thus increase its bioavailability. However, none of these methods has gained wide distribution. The most common method of eye drop instillation is by pulling the lower eyelid down and applying the drop to the lower cul de sac. This technique has been shown to cause as much as 50% of non-compliance in elderly patients who are treated with eye drops and who are sometimes unable to instil the drug properly due to trembling, limb rigidity, and other handicaps. After previously demonstrating the equal clinical effect of tropicamide and cyclopentolate instilled by means of the closed lid method, we now sought to demonstrate the extent of penetration of vancomycin into the anterior chamber after its application by either the conventional or the closed lid method.

Methods

SUBJECTS

The study group consisted of patients who underwent extracapsular cataract extraction with an intraocular lens implantation in the department of ophthalmology of the Tel-Aviv Medical Center. A sterile vancomycin solution was prepared by mixing 500 mg vancomycin with 10 ml water for injection to reach a final concentration of 50 mg/ml which is the common concentration for topical use in ocular infection. All eyes were anaesthetised with a mixture of 2 ml bupivacaine 0.5% and 2 ml lignocaine (lidocaine) 2% injected to the peribulbar area approximately 35 minutes before the operation. With the patient in a supine position, a single drop of vancomycin was applied to either the lower cul de sac or to the medial canthus while the lids were closed. The patients were then asked to open their eyes after the drop application. Patients were free to open and close their eye lids as usual. One drop of vancomycin was applied at 5 minutes and one at 15 minutes after the peribulbar anaesthesia. Randomisation was carried out as follows: each consecutive patients was alternatively assigned to either the closed or open method group.
Before the operation the eye was washed with saline in order to ensure that the vancomycin would not remain in the cul de sac and penetrate the eye during aqueous sampling, thus giving false readings. At the beginning of the operation, after paracentesis and before capsulorrhexis, an undiluted sample (0.15–0.2 ml) of aqueous solution was aspirated. The time lapse between the application of the second drop and aqueous aspiration was recorded. The aqueous sample was sent immediately to the laboratory for measurement of vancomycin concentration. The method used for measuring the drug concentration was the TDX vancomycin assay (fluorescence polarisation immunoassay). Sex, age, and iris colour of all patients was recorded. This protocol was approved by the Helsinki Committee of the Israeli Ministry of Health, and all patients signed an informed consent form.

STATISTICS
The results are given as mean (SD). The two sample t test was used to compare continuous variables between the groups. The $\chi^2$ test was performed on discrete variables between groups. The Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated between age and vancomycin concentration within either group.

Results
Fifty three eyes of 53 consecutive patients were studied. The vancomycin eye drops were applied in the conventional method in 26 (49%) patients, and to the medial canthus with the lids closed in 27 (51%). Patients’ characteristics are given in Table 1.

The average concentration of vancomycin in the aqueous humour of the eyes in which the drug was applied in the conventional method was 2.04 (1.9) µg/ml compared with a concentration of 1.49 (1.1) µg/ml in the group of eyes in which the drug was applied to the medial canthus. No statistically significant difference was found between the two groups ($p = 0.202$). The average time lapse between the application of the second eye drop and the anterior chamber aqueous aspiration was 17.69 (8.15) minutes in the group using the conventional method and 18.07 (6.44) minutes in the closed lid method ($p = 0.619$).

Sex, iris colour, and eye laterality were not found to have any significance within either group (Table 2). No correlation was found between age and vancomycin concentration in either method of drug administration ($p = 0.612$ for the closed method and $p = 0.289$ for the open method).

Discussion
The results of our study demonstrate the good penetration of vancomycin into the anterior chamber after topical use in uninflamed human eyes. A concentration above the minimal inhibitory concentration for staphylococal and streptococcal strains was reached in both application methods.15 This study, and the study by Huerva et al are, to the best of our knowledge, the only ones to demonstrate the intraocular penetration of vancomycin into the eye after topical use in humans. Such studies provide the scientific background to the wide use of topical vancomycin for treating intraocular infections.

We further showed that instilling vancomycin in the medial canthus while the lids are closed is as effective as instilling the drops in the lower cul de sac in terms of the final concentration of the drug in the anterior chamber. This method is easy to perform in patients who are unable to instil the drug properly due to trembling, limb rigidity, and other handicaps, and does not require the use of commercial instruments. The results of this study support the results of previous studies performed, in which the two methods were shown to have an equal effect using different drugs.13 14 16 17 (equivalent findings were reported by Hug and Cibis, presented at the annual meeting of the American Academy of Pediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus, Orlando, Florida, 1995).

The results of our study which show equal penetration of vancomycin to the anterior chamber after its application by either method give a measurable credibility to the equal clinical effect as had been demonstrated earlier by us and others with various drugs.

Accordingly, we advocate the use of vancomycin eye drops in intraocular anterior segment infections when indicated. It should be noted that application of drugs to the eye is not usually done after peribulbar anaesthesia. This may cause reduced blinking and thus disruption of the normal tear flow, and may also damage corneal integrity. On the other hand, we would expect better penetration of the drug to an inflamed eye. Thus, the extrapolation of the results of this study should be considered in these respects. The results do, however, compare the two methods in the same clinical setting and are supported, as has been mentioned previously, by other studies. Although we assume the suggested method is
more comfortable to the patients, this has only been demonstrated in our study on a paediatric population and with cyclopentolate, and further studies are needed in order to verify this claim.

Application of eye drops to the medial canthus raises the question of whether bacteria present on the skin might be transferred to the ocular surface. Although it has been demonstrated that the amount and diversity of the bacterial flora on the lids and the conjunctiva are essentially the same, we hesitate to recommend this method in immunologically compromised patients or in an eye that has recently undergone an operation until this aspect has been investigated in greater depth.

For those patients who need to take eye drops daily, impaired vision and limited hand motion might hinder the usual method of drug application and reduce patients’ compliance. Thus, the method of eye drop application to the medial canthus can be useful in achieving better compliance in disabled adults who need long term treatment.
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